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10
The Promise of World Music:  
Strategies for Non- Essentialist Listening
Bob W. White

Sound is the same for all the world
Everybody has a heart
Everybody gets a feeling
Let’s play! Sound box!
Rock, reggae, jazz, mbalax
All around the world . . . the same
Pachanga, soul music, rhythm and blues . . . the same
La samba, la rumba, cha- cha- cha . . . the same
Sound is the same for all the world
Everybody has a heart
Everybody gets a feeling
Mbaqanga, ziglibiti, high life music . . . the same
Merengue, funk, Chinese music . . . the same
Bossa nova, soul makossa, rap music . . . the same
Come on people, dance
Everybody in the world has a culture
Believe what you believe
Respect your customs
Everybody must do what the heart says
Don’t cause trouble; Treat people well
Be sociable; Exchange ideas
Music is the same the world over
Musicians, too, are cut from the same cloth
We’re aiming to entertain you
—Youssou N’dour, “The Same,” Sony/Columbia, 1992
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190 |  Bob W. White

One question has yet to be asked regarding the relatively recent phe nome non of 
world music: What can music teach us about other cultures? If we take Youssou 
N’dour’s singsong text at face value, the answer would be “not very much,” since 
we have known for some time that “everybody has a culture.” In this chapter I 
show that the promotion and consumption of world music is a series of essential-
izing practices that actually hide behind a rhetoric of non- essentialism. For those 
who consume or promote this type of cultural commodity, world music represents 
a promise that comes from the desire to heal the wounds of a colonial past and, 
increasingly, a neoliberal present. Unfortunately, however, the cosmopolitanism 
in the consumption of world music is often one step away from essentialism, as 
West ern consumers identify with a musical culture that is either poorly defined 
or not defined at all. In the first part of the chapter I analyze essentialist strategies 
in the promotion and consumption of this emerging genre of music. The sec ond 
part of my analysis focuses on the relationship between world music and the ex-
pression of a cosmopolitan lifestyle that seeks to increase the social status of the 
Self by consuming the music of the Other. Finally, I discuss several important mo-
ments of anti- essentialist critique and propose a series of listening strategies whose 
main objective is to make the encounter with other peoples’ music more complex 
by going beyond the simple act of listening.

The Figures of World Music

Music is often presented as a form of cultural expression capable of bringing cul-
tures closer together and teaching about tolerance, a kind of promise to respect and 
honor cultural diversity. Steven Feld (2000) argues that discourses about “world 
music” tend to take one of two forms. The first, which he refers to as a discourse 
of anxiety, is critical not only of globalization but also of its composite elements: 
capital, modernity, and technology. The sec ond is a discourse of celebration whose 
focus is either the genius of the human spirit (using such concepts as resistance, 
appropriation, and agency) or the universal potential of humanity, perhaps most 
fully embodied in the millennial expression “global village.” Taking Feld’s obser-
vations as a starting point, I will explore the discursive patterns that enable pro-
moters of world music to bring this form of music to potential consumers. The 
promotion of world music rests on a number of motifs, or figures, that are not al-
ways explicit but work together to reinforce a community of taste around this cate-
gory of music. In this section I analyze three figures of language—universality, 
hybridity, and solidarity; each one mediates the relationship between the artisans 
of world music and their potential fans.1

Figure 1: Music as a Universal Language

Given its capacity to represent reality without recourse to language, music is often 
perceived as a language in itself.2 Music is thus seen as a universal form of com-
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 The Promise of World Music | 191

munication free from linguistic mediation that enables contact between human 
beings by virtue of its ability to act directly upon the senses, as in these examples:

Music in all its forms is a vital necessity, a hyphen that brings together gen-
erations and cultures from the most traditional to the most contemporary. 
Music is a universal language that should make a contribution against the 
spirals of hate, exclusion and violence that divide men and threaten the co-
hesion of our societies. It is a celebration of social harmony and tolerance. 
Musical celebration expresses, in the space of an evening, the will of all to 
live together, with curiosity, generosity and sharing. It is in this spirit that I 
say to all: make music! (Donnedieu de Vabres 2004)

The Real World “Recording Week” first demonstrated this philosophy in 
1991 when Real World Studios threw open its doors for one week to 75 
international artists and producers from over 20 countries. Not only were 
several albums by individual artists recorded, but also the accumulation of 
so many creative minds in one place inevitably led to the start of exciting 
new musical dialogues. The result is a triumphant celebration of music as 
the global language of emotion. (Real World Records 2008)

From this perspective, the capacity of music to communicate outside of language 
somehow reduces the time and distance that separate different types of moderns 
and primitives, as suggested in these examples:

Since the dawn of time people all over the world have wrapped a piece of 
skin around a hollowed out log and have been keeping the beat. If you’re 
in the jungle, grab a couple of sticks and tap them together. In the middle 
of the city, a trash can lid will do. In Tibet the Damaru drum is made out 
of two halves of a human skull. The two pieces are joined together, covered 
with skin and a beater on a length of rope is used to produce the sound. 
(“Drumming” 2008)3

But it is her trip to Cuba that was the most important. It is there that she 
found the memory of humanity through a music in which she recognized 
the dialects and idiomatic expressions that were the result of slavery as far 
away as her native country of Benin, from which she left in exile to escape 
the censorship of a totalitarian state before finally becoming a resident in 
France and the USA. The primary theme of “Oyaya” (that means “joy” in 
Yoruba) is the reunification of humans through music and its history. This 
joy, expressed by an exceptional voice, is the cement between the subtle links 
that unify ancestral music and contemporary melodies. (Kidjo 2008; my 
translation)
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192 |  Bob W. White

Harmony is a metaphor for bringing people together in new forms of community:

[The Artist] Nick Page lives and breathes a philosophy of musical and cul-
tural inclusion. Every song he selects for his “Power Singing” workshops 
bears the hallmark of his approach: energy and power. He teaches the melo-
dies bit by bit to audiences comprised of both avid and reluctant singers of 
all ages. Before he is done, they are unified in voice and heart, rolling in 
harmonies, true believers in the power of music to intensify the bonds of 
the human community. (Page 2008)

This sense of community (which sometimes takes the form of a communion) is 
made possible by music’s refusal to see the differences that separate human beings:

Many people have asked us how we arrived at our company name “One 
World Rhythm.” The answer to our company identity is as old as music it-
self. Music transcends cultural and religious boundaries. Music sees beyond 
gender and age. Music knows no monetary system or economic class. And 
music can take our hearts and imaginations to distant lands and enchanted 
locales. (One World Rhythm 2008)

The capacity of music to bring people together increases our awareness of racism 
and creates possibilities for imagining new ways of organizing society:

Equally important, the festivals have also allowed many different audiences 
to gain an insight into cultures other than their own through the enjoyment 
of music. Music is a universal language, it draws people together and proves, 
as well as anything, the stupidity of racism. As an organisation, WOMAD 
now works in many different ways, but our aims are always the same—at 
festivals, performance events, through recorded releases and through edu-
cational projects, we aim to excite, to inform, and to create awareness of 
the worth and potential of a multicultural society. (WOMAD Founda-
tion 2007)

But if for some people music represents a bridge between different cultures, for 
others—especially those of us writing about world music from within the walls 
of the academy, such as the renowned ethnomusicologist Bernard Lortat- Jacob—
this bridge is fragile and dangerous:

The musical tower of Babel truly exists, contrary to what the apostles of 
“world music” would have us believe, and in their image, several rising stars 
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of traditional music. The “world music” ideology presents itself as something 
universal. This is why it is false, or even dangerous. (Lortat- Jacob 2000; my 
translation)

 World music, from this vantage point, risks sacrificing difference on the altar 
of the Universal. One of the best examples of this sacrifice comes to us from Pu-
tumayo, today one of the world’s most visible independent world music labels, 
with more than one hundred titles and fifteen million products sold since 1993.4 
In 1999 Putumayo launched a pub lic school- based educational program whose 
main objective was to “illustrate music’s capacity to deepen our under stand ing of 
the world through positive, shared experiences” (Putumayo World Music 1999, 
5). This program, titled “World Playground,” consists of a teaching guide with 
songs from a dozen different cultural contexts (some regional, others national), a 
map of the world, and a “passport” students fill out as they progress through a mu-
sical journey of cultural diversity.5 The activity book presents general information 
about the different countries (languages, ethnic groups, important dates, foods, 
animals, climate, and indigenous musical instruments), but entries are generally 
limited to one page or the length of an encyclopedia entry. In addition to infor-
mation about the country, a short biography of the artist representing the country 
is also included, as well as a summary of the content of the song that artist con-
tributes to the accompanying CD. Lyrics from all the songs are transcribed and 
translated into English at the end of the booklet.
 “World Playground” strongly emphasizes the “celebration of diversity,” but 
clearly Putumayo’s presentation of diversity is quite limited. The production style, 
the choice of information, and the illustrations (brightly colorful, in art naïf style, 
and always by the same artist) work together to create the impression of a his-
tori cal equivalence between the different countries represented in the series. This 
equivalence functions not only with regard to the different country profiles (each 
one has a national dish, a national monument, and a national holiday) but also in 
terms of sound, since, as the introduction to the passport explains, music teaches 
us about other cultures (“Listen closely to the music! It will tell you a lot about the 
people, places and cultures of the world”). But what exactly does music teach us? 
Bob Marley’s mother sings, “Don’t worry, bout a thing, cause every little thing, 
gonna be alright.” Manu Chao becomes the King of Bongo (“Deep down in the 
jungle I started banging my first bongo”), and the blues singer Eric Bibb sings 
about the importance of turning obstacles into “stepping stones.” Clearly we are 
far from the problems of poverty, inequality, and injustice that form the founda-
tions of alternative rock music, blues, and reggae. This erasure, which combines a 
diluted version of universal humanism with the culture of “fun,” is echoed in the 
titles of other albums produced by Putumayo: World Party, World Groove, World 
Lounge, and a collection of intercultural collaborations titled One World, Many 
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194 |  Bob W. White

Cultures.6 Thus the globe is presented as nothing but a huge cultural playground, 
with music providing unlimited access to a world of play.

Figure 2: Hybridity as a Form of Authenticity

Tim Taylor (1997), one of the first authors to document the centrality of authen-
ticity in the phe nome non of world music, has also observed that discourses of au-
thenticity are constantly shifting: “It appears, in other words, that world musicians 
may not be expected to be authentic anymore in the sense of being untouched by 
the sounds of the West; now it is their very hybridity that allows them to be con-
structed as authentic” (2007, 144).7 This hybridity generally expresses itself as an 
opposition between tradition and modernity, but the temporal metaphor can also 
be accompanied by a metaphor of mixing over space:

On Ama, her third album for Real World Records, Yungchen again brings 
that voice to songs infused with the quiet spiritual power of Tibetan Bud-
dhism, but with a decidedly 21st century global feel. Trumpet, strings, Af-
rican kora, Middle Eastern percussion and the even, sweet tones of a Na-
tional Steel guitar are delicately woven around Yungchen’s magical voice. 
With guest appearances by the British singer Joy Askew and the incompa-
rable Annie Lennox, Ama becomes that rare destination where East really 
does happily meet West. No translators, or politicians, required. (Lhamo 
2008)

The hybrid nature of the music is made possible by collaborative methods (a topic 
discussed below) that convey an air of conviviality and reciprocity to the practice 
of making music:

Whilst there is a tendency for people to pull together this diverse range of 
releases under the banner “world music,” the reality of the Real World out-
put extends beyond this categorization. We find that great music is enjoy-
able to listen to irrespective of the nationality of artists creating it. Indeed, 
many of the most exciting sounds that you will discover on our label are the 
result of collaborations between musicians from many different countries. 
(Real World Records 2007)

“Assembly,” the result of their combined labours, merges the poetry and grace 
of Wagogo melodies with science- fiction funk, the shape- shifting sound of 
a digitally enhanced roadhouse band. Shimmering thumb piano melodies 
and the many voices of Hukwe—some high- pitched and keening, others of 
seismic depth and resonance—are woven within dense rhythmic laminates 
of sternum- shaking beats and insistent grooves, gilded with the signature 
tone of Brook’s own invention, the infinite guitar. (Zawose and Brook 2008)
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 This invocation of hybrid identity reflects not only the cultural situation in 
which many world music artists find themselves, but it is also an integral aspect 
of record companies’ promotional strategies. In the words of Steven Feld: “in-
voking hybridity as one’s own identity position, one then is licensed to claim the 
full spatiotemporal terrain of that identity as an artistic palette” (1996, 2). In cer-
tain cases of musical hybridity, sounds and styles are piled on top of one another 
and the result is a frenetic mix in which the hybrid—not its quality but its mere 
presence—  is more important than any of its constitutive elements:

Ozomatli belong to a new breed of global music hoodlum alongside the 
likes of Manu Chao and Los De Abajo. They all play a kind of hi- octane 
pan- Latino dance music which mixes elements like ska, samba, salsa, punk, 
hip hop to varying degrees, and, in Ozomatli’s case, funk, Tex Mex, swing 
and soul as well. On stage, they rely mainly on live instruments, old style, 
and mash all their influences together with rocket- propelled abandon, new 
style. (Ozomatli 2008)

Promotional language describes a world in which influences circulate freely with-
out constraints, frontiers, or filters. In this context, cultural hybridity is not only 
a state of mind but also a source of artistic inspiration:

Cultures constantly blend and influence each other. Nowhere is this occur-
rence more apparent and celebrated than in World Music. (Putumayo 1999)

In the context of world music, hybridity is either presented as a space of liminality 
between two worlds (neither here nor there but in between) that can just as easily 
be emancipatory or tragic8 or as a source of potential strength since cultural hy-
brids can free themselves from the chains of tradition by adding on successive lay-
ers of strategic identity. In a fascinating debate on recent critiques of hybridity, Jan 
Nederveen Pieterse argues that “hybridity is a journey into the riddles of recog-
nition. Take any exercise in social mapping and it is the hybrids that are missing” 
(Pieterse 2001, 220). This point is well taken, but the case of world music sug gests 
that discourses of hybridity (at least regarding the products of culture) are not as 
marginal as they may once have been. Pieterse refers to the “world music model 
of hybridity” as an example of how the longue durée of hybridity has been ignored 
in recent critiques, but this dismissal signals a certain discomfort with the obser-
vation that hybridity increasingly makes good mar ket ing sense (ibid.).9 For fans 
of world music, cultural hybridity is valued not only because it combines desir-
able aspects of several identities (thus representing the possibility of having the 
“best of all worlds”) but also because it is the protagonist of an epic myth of the 
future: a world without racism, without hate, and with a multitude of colors liv-
ing together in harmony and style.
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Figure 3: Consumption as a Gesture of Solidarity

For many consumers of world music, buying a CD constitutes a gesture of soli-
darity between the consumer and the artist, who represents (or at least stands for) 
people struggling for economic and po liti cal survival. In this way, participating 
in the world music phe nome non can be seen as a po liti cal and social gesture that 
enables consumers to project their desire for global social change and express their 
support, albeit symbolically, for people who struggle every day with the injustice 
of poverty and underdevelopment. The promotion of world music has always re-
lied on the presence of a certain number of artists who use music as a platform to 
speak out against poverty and injustice. The best example of this is probably the 
reggae superstar Bob Marley. Marley is well known for having sung about peace 
and love, but his words (and those of reggae in general) also include a great deal of 
material that exposes the social and racial inequalities within and between post- 
industrial societies.10

 Since Marley, a number of reggae artists have become known as rebel celebrities 
(for example, Côte d’Ivoire’s Tiken Jah Fakoly), but reggae is not alone. Thomas 
Mapfumo carefully built a name for himself in his home country of Zimbabwe 
through a musical style called chimurenga (the Shona word for “struggle”), whose 
sound is inspired by the traditional mbira (thumb piano) and whose lyrics criti-
cize the abuse of po liti cal power, both inside and outside Zimbabwe. According 
to the promotional material from his record company, Mapfumo continued try-
ing to return to Zimbabwe until 2005, a time when he considered that his life was 
truly in danger. As made clear in the following excerpt, that his album, Rise Up, 
was banned by the official radio station in Zimbabwe confers a certain moral au-
thority to his work:

Today, the firey, militant voice has matured into a powerful call to arms, 
devoid of anger, solemn in its intimate under stand ing of the human cost 
of war. The music is as powerful and pure as ever. From the opening bars 
it slips into a poised, relaxed groove, with its unfailing hooks, its hypnotic 
harmonising refrains and the stately grace and moral authority of the great 
Mapfumo. (WOMAD 2008)

Mapfumo continues to integrate messages of protest and calls for solidarity into his 
live performance, though it is not exactly clear what form this “support” should take:

You know if you gonna’ see something wrong, you must be able to stand up 
and say “this is wrong.” So . . . what is happening in Zimbabwe now is not 
the right thing, it is the wrong thing. And we would like you to support the 
Zimbabwean people to reliberate themselves.11
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 Coming out of the alternative rock scene in France in the 1980s, Manu Chao, 
former leader of the group Mano Negra, launched his solo career with a more Latin- 
sounding music than his previous work,12 but his reputation as a musical activist 
and engaged humanist remain at the center of his pub lic and media personality:

His social engagement is today more humanist than po liti cal (even though 
he tries to keep his private life separate from his pub lic battles), which is a 
perfect reflection of his music, with its diverse influences. His lyrics speak 
of love and education and his messages are more akin to ethical activism 
than po liti cal slogans. His battles are infused with everyday life and inde-
pendent of the language he uses, they always have a universal value. With a 
measure of obstinacy, he deconstructs and reconstructs the work, with the 
use of electric formulas, going back up the mountain after each fall. “Giv-
ing up is permanent suicide.” (Mondomix 2008; my translation)

Chao has close links with the Zapatista movement in Mexico, often participates 
in anti- globalization events, and is involved in labor movements in several coun-
tries where he tours. Thomas Mapfumo and Manu Chao exemplify how po liti-
cal activism is used in the promotion of world music, and they are far from being 
the exception. The image of the “rebel” is often accompanied by a story of exile, 
partly because this creates sympathy for the artist because of his or her experiences 
as an economic or po liti cal refugee, as in the case of Maryam Mursal or Geoffrey 
Oryema.13 Enjoying the music of exiled artists does not only mean one likes the 
music; it also demonstrates solidarity with their po liti cal cause and sympathy for 
their suffering.
 In the context of increasingly global “commercial activism” (Mallet 2002, 849), 
it is not surprising that a record company such as Real World would devote a por tion 
of its media apparatus to what one might term “global civic education.” The sec-
tion of the Real World website titled “Exposure” includes a listing of human rights 
or ga ni za tions that have partnership agreements with the record company. One 
of these or ga ni za tions, Witness (co- founded by Real World owner Peter Gabriel), 
supplies local human rights or ga ni za tions with video cameras to document hu-
man rights violations and abuses. In addition to direct action and education, Real 
World also emphasizes fair- trade–style philanthropy. In a short text printed on a 
number of the company’s products, Putumayo claims to have contributed more 
than $500,000 to nonprofit or ga ni za tions. With the company promising to do-
nate a portion of the proceeds from the sale of the CD to a particular nonprofit, 
effectively making philanthropy part of the packaging and enabling consumers 
to support artists who are like- minded in their humanitarian leanings.14

 A discourse of solidarity is evident in the interactions between musicians, and 
stories of cross- cultural musical collaboration are an important part of the evolu-
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tion of world music as a genre. Tim Taylor (2007) described how collaboration be-
came an important source of cultural capital for the most visible stars of the world 
music scene, especially Paul Simon, Peter Gabriel, David Byrne, and Ry Cooder. 
Although the trope of collaboration certainly has the potential to “smooth over” 
the exploitation of non- West ern musicians (ibid., 127), I argue that talking about 
the collaborative nature of a cross- cultural music project acts more as a guarantee 
of ethical behavior than a cover- up, enabling artists to distance themselves from 
the accusations and criticism that plagued Paul Simon’s 1986 Grammy award- 
winning Graceland.15 Taylor’s discussion of collaboration in the work of Bill Las-
well is a good example of this phe nome non. Laswell, who seems to have a clear 
sense of his role as a cultural mediator (“You get obsessed with the idea of be ing 
a catalyst” [Snowden 1994]), plays heavily on the importance of collaboration in 
his work (“You have to look directly into the idea of collaboration with people” 
[Sherrard n.d.]). But, as Taylor points out, Laswell makes every effort to distance 
himself from tourists, anthropologists, and ethnomusicologists. This gesture of 
distancing himself says just as much about the creative process in cross- cultural 
collaborations as it does about the expectations of West ern consumers, many of 
whom want to believe that human beings can work together in spite of their cul-
tural, social, and economic differences (White and Yoka 2010a).
 Although one cannot deny that many West ern artists have shown themselves to 
be cavalier and negligent, if not outright exploitative, in their use of sounds from 
non- West ern countries (see Feld 1996, 2000, and this volume; Meintjes 1990), 
more important is the structural and discursive formations that reproduce the 
conditions for solidarity that are determined by actors and institutions in West-
ern countries. To understand the solidarity motif in world music, we first need to 
understand the politics of cross- cultural collaboration. In analytical terms, this 
means we must focus not on the intentions of individual artists but on the dy-
namics between artists, companies, and audiences. At the same time we need to 
form a clear picture of what actually happens when artists of different cultural and 
socioeconomic backgrounds meet if we are understand exactly how exploitative 
relationships are enacted and reproduced. As I argue in the introduction to this 
volume, this is quite possibly the most urgent need for the critical study of music 
in the context of globalization, especially given the astonishing lack of research 
on the co- production of knowledge in anthropological writing and practice.16

Consumer Cosmopolitanism

World music stands out from other categories of music primarily because of its 
capacity to render explicit the link between music and cultural identity. Indeed, 
world music sells itself on this basis, sending consumers the message that this mu-
sic is not merely music but a manifestation of deeply held cultural values and tra-
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ditions that, in many cases, are at risk of disappearing. Thus the underlying sug-
gestion of cultural content enables listeners to connect with world music artists, 
not because they share the same cultural background or values but because one of 
their goals in listening to world music is to connect with a culture different from 
their own.17 Obviously there is nothing unusual about identifying with the music 
one consumes. Indeed, identification, in some sense, is the basis of music’s status 
as a commodity, because without it record companies would have no way to con-
ceive of and target different music markets. Unique about world music is that its 
consumers identify with people who are radically different from them, and it is 
this very difference that fuels their desire for the products and branding of world 
music.18

 The typical consumer of world music is harder to identify now than twenty 
years ago (Romer 2007) but, contrary to most popular music, he or she is not be-
tween the ages of eighteen and twenty- five. In the words of music producer and 
writer Joe Boyd: “The primary audience for what we call world music is not youth-
ful: it is the middle- class, middle- aged, coffee- table- record audience that buys Buena 
Vista Social Club” (quoted in Denselow 2004). Tim Taylor confirms this obser-
vation and discusses the importance of West ern consumers to possess “a kind of 
capital that stands in for real knowledge of the world in this cultural moment of 
globalization” (Taylor, 2007, and this volume). In terms of marketing, consum ers 
targeted by a medium- sized label such as Putumayo are probably similar to con-
sumers of world music in general: “A large portion of [our] target audience con-
sists of ‘cultural creatives,’ a sociological and lifestyle term for 50 million North 
Ameri cans and millions more around the world.”19 With this description, Putu-
mayo seems to be targeting baby- boomers, a generation, although growing old, 
that continues to represent a key demographic in various sectors of consumer 
mar keting. Within this group, marketers are especially interested in those baby- 
boomers— also known as “bobos” (short for “bourgeois bohemians”; see Brooks 
2000)—who enjoy listening to world music as they sit in a café reading a book and 
sipping a cup of coffee. Indeed, here is how Dan Storper described the relation-
ship between “world music” and coffee in the liner notes to Music from the Coffee 
Lands (Putumayo 1997), the label’s sec ond best- selling CD: 

For some reason I don’t fully understand, I’ve always loved the flavor of cof-
fee. It began with ice cream as a kid. Along the way, my tastes developed 
from instant coffee to fresh ground to cappuccino, my current addiction. I 
never really thought about the connection of coffee to music until I’d started 
Putumayo Music and began to consider the music I enjoyed hearing while 
sipping coffee and reading in cafés. As you travel through this collection, 
we hope you’ll consider the multi- cultural connections that music and cof-
fee share.
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The rest of the liner notes speaks primarily about the artists, without explicitly 
linking the music, the country, and coffee production. The real connection, how-
ever, is the marketing, because people who buy world music also buy other luxury 
items such as expensive coffee.20 In another CD from the same series, the liner 
notes link music and other luxury items more directly:

The music of Taffetas, a collaboration between Swiss and West African musi-
cians, symbolizes the connection between the tropical climates where cacao 
is grown and the mostly north ern countries that transform it into a delicious 
treat . . . The Swiss are reputed to eat more chocolate per capita than any-
where else in the world, 25 pounds per person per year. (Putumayo 2004)

The connection not made in this text, however, is the one between world music and 
the history of capi tal ism, which, through the extraction of natural and agricultural 
resources from the south ern nations, has made it possible for certain people to eat 
chocolate while others struggle to put basic food items on the table. The history 
of the role played by luxury items in the emergence of industrial capitalist econo-
mies is well known (see, for example, Mintz 1986), and it can easily be argued 
that world music is a part of this extractive tradition. According to Steven Feld 
(1988), culture industries from the West “tend to draw upon and incorporate Af-
rican and Afro- Ameri can materials, products, and ideas but stabilize them at the 
levels of labor, talent, or ‘influences,’ levels at which they can be continually ma-
nipulated for export and recirculation in made- over forms.” As with other luxury 
products, promotional language speaks to those who know how to appreciate the 
“good things in life” and how to distinguish between “good” and “superb”:

Before Real World, only with great determination, or a lot of travelling, was 
it possible to access music by artists working outside West ern Europe and 
North America. Now, you can stroll into high street stores and find CDs of 
music from every continent, many of them bearing the Real World colour 
bar logo. There’s an enormous variety of styles, moods and genres on CDs 
that bear this logo, but they all have one thing in common—the quality of 
the re cord ing and the production is superb. (Gabriel 2008)

 Keir Keightley (2004) demonstrates that the idea of travel has long been part 
of the promotion of exotic music, and, in fact, the promotional language of world 
music draws considerably from metaphors of travel. The Rough Guide to World 
Music, generally considered the most important publication of this new genre, is 
organized by region and by country. It contains considerable information related 
to what has been referred to as “sonic tourism” (Taylor 1997). In a fascinating dis-
cussion about the use of world music in pub lic commercial space, Anahid Kassa-
bian (2004) argues that the presence of world music in cafés and restaurants can 
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be seen as a form of “distributed tourism,” where the distinction between “here” 
and “there” is not actually erased—as in Baudrillard’s notion of simulacrum—but 
is simultaneous: “In this sense, then, ‘here’ becomes false, virtual, the simulacrum, 
the Starbucks shop, while ‘there’ maintains an innocent, untainted relationship 
to authenticity, easily pictured by Putumayo’s cover art.” Thus what is being sold 
with world music is not just the music but a particular lifestyle that responds to 
consumers’ need to perceive themselves as “citizens of the world,” rootless without 
being uprooted.21

 In recent years various branches of the human sciences have expressed much 
interest in the subject of cosmopolitanism, and this is not the first time in history 
that the topic has been considered good food for thought (Cheah and Robbins 
1998). Indeed, the subject of cosmopolitanism has demonstrated an amazing re-
siliency—just as cosmopolitans themselves have done—although scholars at the 
end of the 1990s, already weary of the vague language of globalization, began des-
perately searching for a new theoretical paradigm, and cosmopolitanism seemed as 
good as any.22 If we agree with Kwame Anthony Appiah (2006) that the slogan of 
cosmopolitanism can be summarized as “universality plus difference,” then what 
exactly is the nature of that difference? Appiah’s analysis suggests that it is not the 
difference that matters per se as much as the cosmopolitan’s ability to honor it. 
According to his analysis, the pluralism so dear to cosmopolitans is based on two 
different “strands” or ethical propositions: (1) that we have obligations to others, 
even (or perhaps especially) if they are strangers; and (2) that we take seriously the 
value of human life and, by extension, human lives (ibid., xv). These two propo-
sitions fit nicely with the cosmopolitan discourses of world music.
 If we take seriously the promotional language of world music, consumers of 
cosmopolitanism, especially those who accept the ideology of world music without 
any critical reflection, believe that music is capable of helping us build a better 
world, not only because it breaks down the barriers that separate us or because it 
values difference, but also because it speaks out against injustice. The quest for 
this type of music places the consumer symbolically on the side of the victims of 
history or, as some critics of cosmopolitanism might suggest, completely outside 
history. I contend that we see this posture as a promise to act as a “citizen of the 
world,” one that oversees the principles of cultural diversity, respect, and tolerance. 
At the same time, however, by assuming this posture, consumers of world music 
imagine themselves in a position of superiority in relation to the provincialism of 
their compatriots. In this sense consumer cosmopolitans are not very much dif-
ferent from cosmopolitans elsewhere:

 Joe Boyd: We can’t forget, though, that this is a mar ket ing concept. I would 
bet that there are people who, when they first went to Womad, went to hear 
Sunny Ade or Nusrat. If they had been asked, “Would you like to hear some En-
glish Folk Music?” they would have said, “Ugh, you must be joking!” But over 
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the years, because of their exposure to world music, their ears have been opened 
to the idea of music that comes out of a tradition. It’s a mar ket ing crossover.
 Charlie Gillet: I don’t fit into that model. I’ve been listening to this music 
and it makes me feel nauseous.
 Joe Boyd: Charlie is a typical self- hating Englishman!
 Charlie Gillet: I’m the least self- hating person I know. You’re trying to say 
that I hate my own culture, but I have no affinity whatever with it. I grew up 
listening to Little Richard and Gene Vincent.
 Joe Boyd: Whether you want to admit it or not, you are an Englishman, and 
that is English culture.
 Charlie Gillet: No, I’m a man of the world. I mean, that is what this whole 
thing is about, isn’t it? (Denselow 2004, 1)

Essentialism and Other People’s Music

The term “essentialism” refers to an overemphasis on traits or characteristics (per-
manent, discernable, and verifiable) that describe the nature or “essence” of a thing, 
person, or culture. The most well- known critiques of essentialism are generally as-
sociated with the scholarship of post- colonial studies, which was influenced not 
only by the publication of Edward Said’s Orientalism in 1978 but also by the work 
of the Subaltern Studies Group, a collective of South Asian scholars whose critique 
of Eurocentric social theory beginning in the early 1980s attempted to elaborate a 
new language for explaining history in non- West ern terms.23 Since these early cri-
tiques of West ern sources of knowledge about the Other, discussions of essential-
ism have become increasingly common in the humanities and social sciences. In 
the most well- known variations on this theme—Spivak’s (1993) notion of “strate-
gic essentialism,” Gilroy’s (1993) discussion of “double consciousness,” and Bhab-
ha’s (1994) “third space”—there is a strong emphasis on the historical experiences 
of colonialism and slavery, but there is also a sense in which the institutions of 
West ern domination and knowledge production are unable to fully encapsulate 
either the agency or identity of colonized peoples. Anti- essentialist critiques are not 
only claims about history and cultural identity but also about cultural complexity.
 Anthropologists have long been struggling with the question of  essentialism. 
Franz Boas, the German- born anthropologist often referred to as the “father of 
Ameri can anthropology,” is most often credited with promoting a four- field ap-
proach to the study of human cultures (ethnology, archaeology, physical anthro-
pology, and ethnolinguistics), and many North Ameri can anthropology departments 
continue to function with some version of the four- field model.24 But un der ly ing 
this methodological orientation was a po liti cal conviction to fight against two of 
the most enduring and emblematic essentialisms of the era: evolution and race. 
Boas’s early work with the Bureau of Ameri can Ethnology led him to criticize the 
evolutionary bias of nineteenth- century museum display, ar gu ing that museums 
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should not be organized according the arbitrary assignment of evolutionary stages 
but instead according to cultural areas. In his later work Boas conducted research 
with children of Ameri can immigrants as part of his larger intellectual project to 
discredit the scientific racism of the eugenics movement (Baker 2004). Despite 
Boas’s sustained efforts to historicize culture and demystify race, the generation 
of scholars that followed him (many of whom were his students) were apparently 
more committed to the concept of culture than race, and the result was the con-
solidation not only of a concept but of a discipline.25

 Not until much later would anthropology return to the question of essential-
ism, especially with the publication of two edited volumes (Hymes 1969; Asad 
1973) that in many ways foreshadowed the “crisis of representation” in Ameri can 
anthropology in the 1980s. The articles in these volumes were critical not only of 
anthropology’s involvement in the elaboration of colonial models of governance, 
but they also cried out for new methodologies and conceptual frameworks that 
would enable anthropologists to talk about culture “within a frame of reference 
that includes ourselves” (Hymes 1969, 11). Some of these ideas were later echoed 
in the work of Johannes Fabian (1983), whose trenchant critique called attention 
to the propensity of ethnographic writing to erase a shared frame of historical ref-
erence, and Lila Abu- Lughod (1991), whose commitment to the practice of “writ-
ing against culture” proposed a forceful critique of the essentialism inherent in 
the anthropological notion of culture.26

 The material in this chapter discusses the practices of consumers who, despite 
their best intentions, fall into the trap of essentialism. These practices must be 
seen as part of a long history of primitivism (Feld 2000), exoticism (Taylor 2007; 
Jules- Rosette 2007), and othering (Born and Hesmondhalgh 2000) that are by 
no means limited to the domain of musical expression (Torgovnick 1990). But in 
what sense is the essentialism of world music different from other essentialisms? 
One distinction between world music and other cultural products is the way world 
music speaks out loud about cultural identity (White 2000). Even more so than 
other cultural commodities, world music references a geographical region, a lin-
guistic identity, and a cultural history. Indeed, promoters of world music depend 
on this in order to sell their products. Second, and more important, the essential-
ism of world music differs from other essentialisms in that the former’s preference 
for a culturally marked product acts as a form of positive prejudice. Positive preju-
dice can clearly be negative in social and po liti cal terms, as it subjects the com-
plexity of the Other to the needs and whims of the Self. Love can be every bit as 
essentialist as hate, and a number of world music artists (among them Salif Keita 
and Youssou N’dour) have expressed frustration with the label “world music” be-
cause of its potential to reinforce essentialist ideas that limit artistic creativity and 
cultural experimentation.
 Although I do believe that world music tends to reinforce some of the most 
subtle and problematic forms of essentialism, I do not believe that all world music 
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is bad or even that all consumers of world music are bad. On the contrary, my mo-
tivation to write this chapter comes partly from the fact that I myself am a fan of 
world music and that I have noticed myself falling unconsciously into the essen-
tializing practices of consumption described above. Despite all the problems with 
this category of music, there are projects and practices that attempt to repel the 
essentialism inherent in the evolution of this genre. In 1988 David Byrne’s label, 
Luaka Bop, produced the CD Cuba Classics 2: Dancing With the Enemy, a fascinat-
ing compilation of popular dance music from Cuba in the 1960s and 1970s.27 The 
album is not only a critique of Ameri can foreign policy toward Cuba but is also 
a rare occasion to gain an under stand ing of the dynamics between popular cul-
ture and authoritarian regimes of power (Averill 1997; White 2008).28 Listening 
to this compilation and reading the liner notes, we discover a variety of styles and 
sounds not generally associated with Caribbean or Latin Ameri can music. Here 
we get a sense of how Cubans during the peak of the Cold War were listening to 
music that is in dialogue with popular music from abroad, highlighting the com-
plexity of Cuba’s economic and po liti cal isolation.29 Byrne’s comments from the 
liner notes underline a central paradox of globalization, namely, that despite the 
impact of “African derived musics” in West ern society and culture, we still fail to 
see people of African descent as having histories or philosophies:

Little did the colonizers and slave traders suspect that musics (and therefore 
the philosophies) of their victims would soon spread across the globe like 
wildfire. The Africans, through their musics, have conquered the minds of 
the children of their oppressors. Even Republicans dance to what once were 
African beats. The minds of whites, like my own, have been confounded and 
confused. We have experienced some of our most joyous, most ecstatic mo-
ments through African derived musics, and yet we have been brainwashed 
to believe that the originators of these attitudes and grooves are somehow 
more “primitive” than ourselves. So, our experience tells us one thing and 
our Official Culture tells us the opposite.

This excerpt bursts the bubble of primitivist discourses about Africa. Not only does 
it show that people of non- African descent are capable of experiencing transcen-
dent moments of joy through music of African origin, but it also suggests that the 
cognitive dissonance caused by this listening experience (“our experience tells us 
one thing and our Official Culture tells us the opposite”) can act as a catalyst for 
formalizing knowledge about politics and history.
 Another interesting example comes from the independent record label Crammed 
Discs.30 This Brussels- based record company, which covers various types of new 
and emerging popular music from across the globe, has an impressive repertoire 
of world music artists, in clud ing, especially, breakout “traditional” groups such as 
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Taraf de Haidouks and the Congolese thumb piano sensation Konono No1, whose 
first album was produced, in 2004, as part of Vincent Kenis’s Congotronics series. 
The sec ond album in the series is a compilation of urban traditional music in Kin-
shasa, in clud ing several groups that play what is referred to locally as “la musique 
tradi- moderne.” Producing two albums—where one presents a certain genre of 
music and the other a particular group within that genre—is a new approach in 
mar ket ing non- West ern music and creates an unexpected effect on listeners. Such 
a presentation runs counter to West ern narratives about artistic genius and star 
quality (Taylor 2007, 137), as it encourages consumers to analyze the product in 
a specific way, going back and forth between the genius of Konono No1 and the 
realization that the group’s genius is actually part of a larger category of cultural 
production and creativity.
 The ethnographic style of the information in the liner notes (a trademark of 
 Kenis’ productions) and the visual content of the videos included with the CD 
work together to give listeners a nuanced view of the relationship between the mu-
sic and its social context. In the accompanying images, different groups of musi-
cians are portrayed in different performative settings (festival stages in Europe, 
home re cord ing sessions, popular bars, courtyards, and shopping centers in Kin-
shasa) and in different types of garb (ranging from a folklore style to the urban 
everyday). The short descriptions of the bands emphasize that the musicians in 
these groups are clearly urban in their lifestyle and outlook, but the notes also 
provide valuable information about the differences between the regions and sub- 
regions that serve as a constant source of renewal and inspiration for traditional 
groups in an urban setting (White 2008). This ethnographic style of production, 
which combines elements of ethnomusicology, documentary film, and music jour-
nalism, also has a strong historical component, giving listeners cues about the com-
plex dynamics between popular culture, politics, and history:

Bolia We Ndenge come from the Lake Mai Ndombe. Only a century ago, 
the whole region was still Domaine de la Couronne, i.e. a giant labor camp 
for the personal benefit of King Leopold II. At one point, to calm discontent, 
the force publique gave accordions to local chiefs; the idea might have been 
suggested by Stanley, an accordion aficionado himself. See the movie [in-
cluded with CD] for an evocation by Bolia We Ndenge of this important 
moment in the history of world music; the accordion and force publique 
uniform are genuine vintage items. The accordion became very popular in 
Congo until it was supplanted by the guitar in the 1950s.

Information of this type, simple yet suggestive, encourages listeners to look for as-
pects in the music, such as its content and form, that might provide insight about 
individual experiences and cultural complexity in the region. Descriptions of the 
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production process include subtle references to Congo’s economic and po liti cal 
decline, without bombarding listeners with clichés about the region’s deteriora-
tion under Mobutu:

Kisanzi Congo’s line- up is similar to Konono’s, and they also come from the 
Bacongo province (specifically the Mbeko region). But whereas Konono’s 
electric likembes use raw power to carry their message, Kisanzi Congo rely 
more on virtuosity and adopt a freer form. We recorded this piece in a de-
serted shopping mall in the center of Kinshasa, formerly called Galerie des 
Trois Z (“Zaire—our country, our river, our currency”).

 Simple descriptions—for example, the stylistic difference between a group that 
plays with raw power and one that relies more heavily on careful virtuosity— 
enable listeners to see musical groups and their members as individuals with dif-
ferent sensibilities, resources, and objectives (cf. Cuban Classics 2). The very fact 
that the producer provides information about the production of the album (“We 
recorded this piece in a deserted shopping mall”) demystifies his authority and en-
ables listeners to imagine the terms and conditions of a relationship characterized 
by unequal access to resources: although the producer is not rich, he can always 
leave the region. Both these projects (the Cuban Classics series and the Congo tronics 
series) are good examples of artistic and cultural mediation in the con stantly evolv-
ing category of world music (cf. Hernandez-Reguant, this volume). In addition 
to experimenting with different ways of presenting the context of non- West ern 
musical styles to local audiences, the producers of these projects focused on styles 
that are clearly important to audiences at home, taking a chance on their intui-
tion that foreign audiences might also be moved by the music and curious about 
the conditions under which it has emerged.

Strategies for Non- Essentialist Listening

The analysis presented thus far has attempted to describe the ideological foun-
dations of the category of world music through a close reading of the promo-
tion and consumption of this emerging cultural commodity. But the postmod-
ernist strategy employed here (discourse analysis, critique of representation, textual 
analy sis of cultural products) is fraught with dangers. A convincing case can be 
made against this type of armchair ethnography that benefits from the increased 
availability of cultural products and performances from developing economies as 
a source of information about politics, aesthetics, or experience. This situation, 
by no means novel, requires us to develop new kinds of methodologies to under-
stand how consumers make use of and interpret cultural products such as music 
(White and Yoka 2010a). To avoid these traps, I have constructed my analysis in 
a specific way. First, readers are not to misconstrue the material presented here 
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as an interpretation of the listening experience of non- West ern music by various 
types of “locals.” My intention, in other words, is not to understand how West ern 
consumers of non- West ern music somehow “get it wrong” in relation to a pure, 
authentic under stand ing by those in the music’s country of origin. Furthermore, 
by no means am I presenting an ethnographic description of those who promote 
and consume non- West ern music in the West. Instead, my analysis is limited to 
what the various types of consumers and specialists say about world music as a 
commercial phe nome non and how these utterances are informed by and play into 
various strategies of promotion and marketing.
 It is not sufficient, in my view, to deconstruct discourses and representations of 
world music or even to criticize the abusive practices of artists or industry special-
ists; neither of these strategies bear on the practices of promotion and consump-
tion that are crucial to the reproduction of world music as a category of knowl-
edge about cultural or racial difference. Instead, if our theoretical work is to be 
truly critical, we need to provide models that apply the principles of intellectual 
curiosity, systematic research, and self- reflexive listening.31 Following this line of 
thinking, the sections below offer strategies that can be applied by promoters and 
consumers alike to give new meaning to the promise of world music. As an experi-
ment in applied cultural criticism, these recommendations and warnings—some 
of which require the exertion of additional time and energy—are intended to help 
the intellectually curious to combat the most problematic aspects of musical es-
sentialism.32

Question the Notion of Music as a Universal Language

We often invoke the idea of the universal when we cannot describe why we enjoy 
certain types of music. Universalist discourses attempt to explain this affinity, but 
affinities can have more to do with individual tastes and desires than with the in-
herent qualities of the Other or his or her music; running toward the Other can 
actually be a way of running away from the Self. Question the status of “univer-
sals” in music. First, are they universal? Second, are they about music or about values?

Be More Specific about What Is Meant by “Hybrid”

Hybridity is a real phe nome non, especially in the context of world music produc-
tion, but the notion of hybridity is often used as a promotional strategy for artists 
or styles of music without any explanation about what is actually being combined 
and to what effect. In order to describe hybridity, it is necessary to distinguish be-
tween the different musical and cultural components and to understand how they 
have been adapted to new social and cultural contexts. The clichés of hybridity—
mixing, melting, and blending—tell us little about the music and also little about 
the Other, and they often conflate different forms of hybridity (biological, reli-
gious, linguistic, artistic, racial, etc.).33 Try to describe exactly what is being mixed 
and to determine if certain elements of the mix are dominant over others.
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Be Aware of Clichés

Clichés inevitably find their way into the promotional language of world music, in 
announcements, reviews, liner notes, and so on. They are also commonly heard in 
lyrics, as world music artists often neglect song lyrics in response to West ern con-
sumers’ remarks about the sound or rhythm of the music. Certain exotic descrip-
tions of the music such as “sensual,” “bewitching,” and “tropical” should indicate 
to listeners that the promotion of the music is geared to reducing the complexity 
of the artist to a series of positive stereotypes having to do with sexuality, witch-
craft, and tourists’ desire. Seek out and avoid clichés by comparing the promotional 
content of music to that of other styles or regions.

Be Skeptical of Binary Oppositions

Binary oppositions (hot/cold, body/mind, us/them) often signal ideologically driven 
language. Dividing the world into a series of binary opposites can also serve the 
purposes of different types of rhetoric, not all of them po liti cally driven. As with 
other aspects of essentialism, these mechanisms reduce the complexity of a cul-
ture by defining that culture primarily in terms of what it is not. Identify binary 
oppositions and try to invoke entirely different models for explaining the function or 
meaning of cultural practices and beliefs.

Strive for a Balance between Similarities and Differences

The tension between similarity and difference, which is central to anthropological 
inquiry, can be mobilized in the analysis of cultural products but must be bal-
anced. For example, placing too much emphasis on similarities oversimplifies 
the Other and tends to erase problems having to do with power, inequality, and 
ideology. On the other hand, overemphasizing differences can obscure the pres-
ence of the Self and naturalize traits or characteristics that may have nothing to 
do with the Other as an individual. Compile a list of characteristics of a particular 
world music project or artist and ask a friend, colleague, or family member to compare 
the number and type of similarities and differences.

Don’t Be Afraid to Talk about Sound 

One does not need formal training in music to talk about the way music sounds. 
We can describe what we hear in music in simple, everyday language that would 
readily reveal possible prejudgments, preconceived notions, and cultural stereo-
types. Technical jargon, however, can be counterproductive, since specialized lan-
guage and conceptual tools tend to operate on the basis of exclusion. Once these 
evaluations become explicit, they can be used to verify and explore distinctions 
between the ways that foreign listeners and locals hear the music. Familiarize 
yourself with the descriptive terms for sound and song structure—such as “timbre,” 
“melody,” “harmony,” “rhythm,” and “ lyrics”—in order to form a basis of comparison 
with other songs and genres.
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Pay Attention to Genre

The question of genre is complex in the analysis of world music, because world 
music itself is an amalgam of different already existing national and ethnic genres. 
Instead of one all- encompassing genre evolving into a series of smaller, more spe-
cialized genres, world music represents a process of generalization. By insisting on 
individual artists independent of the musical genres that have contributed to their 
sensibility and sound, music promoters play to the whims of the “star system.” Cer-
tain artists promote themselves as being part of a national sound or genre, when, 
in fact, they are completely unknown in their country of origin (White 2000). 
Given this phe nome non, listeners have much to gain by learning to compare not only 
artists within the same genre but also different genres of music.

Try to Understand the Lyrics

A significant number of world music artists sing in their native language. While 
this is a positive aspect of world music from many perspectives, we do not have 
to know the language of the lyrics to understand the song’s basic message (and 
here I am not referring to the supposed “universality” of music as a language; see 
above). Song lyrics do not necessarily give us access to the worldview of the Other 
but rather to the way that the Other represents him-  or herself. In this sense, lan-
guage is a renewable resource of information about culture (by means of proverbs, 
idiomatic expressions, recurring themes, etc.). Be alert to the use of colonial lan-
guages (which usually signals a message intended for West ern audiences), to the 
use of figurative language (where multiple meanings are mobilized through irony, 
metaphor, or satire), and to the use of clichés (see above). If the liner notes do not 
include translations of the lyrics, find someone who knows that language and can pro-
vide you with a sense of the song’s meaning.

Speak with Real Human Beings

Why should we accept the information that a record company decides to print on 
a website or in the liner notes of a CD? After all, music companies—even small, 
well- intentioned, independent labels—are not selling culture or society but are 
selling CDs. Try to befriend someone who comes from the country that interests you 
and exchange ideas with that person not only about the music itself but also about the 
role music plays in that particular society. You might ask the following questions: 
What do people in your country think about this artist? Is this music popular at 
home? What other kinds of music are popular? What kind of people listen to this 
type of music? An excellent way to make such a contact, especially if one does not 
live in a large, urban area, is through country- based Web initiatives such as list-
serves, blogs, and Web- based news forums.

Find Out More about a Country’s Culture, Politics, and History

Under stand ing a country’s music alone is not enough to gain an under stand ing 
of the cultural, social, and po liti cal context of that country. Learning about the 
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context surrounding the music will provide you with images and ideas intrinsic 
to the culture of the artist and will likely have a positive impact on your listening 
experience. Knowing more about the culture of a particular music style (its so-
cial or ga ni za tion, language, religious beliefs, and values) can make your listening 
experience more immediate and vivid. Being aware of a country’s history (its pe-
riods of conflict and insecurity, sources of cultural heritage, mythology of national 
heroes, and po liti cal figures) enables one to understand textual, sonic, and visual 
references. By under stand ing the po liti cal dynamics of a country or region, we can 
better understand why artists might want or be forced to leave their country of origin.

Question Your Tastes

Ask yourself why you are attracted to certain styles of music but indifferent or 
even repulsed by others. Have you been influenced by the tastes of your associates 
or your family? Are your likes and dislikes linked to cultural stereotypes attached 
to the music? Compare your listening history to that of a friend, colleague, or family 
member in order to highlight the key elements of your patterns of preference.

 The desire to encounter the Other through world music is fraught with risks, 
especially if that desire is the Self ’s primary objective. People have multiple reasons 
for wanting to meet the Other (education, information, services, wealth, etc.), but 
regardless of the objectives, inter- cultural encounters inevitably lead to the desire 
to learn more about the personal, social, and cultural complexity of people differ-
ent from us. How many of us have discovered a musical genre in all its historical 
and stylistic complexity after having discovered a hit song or an international star 
of that genre? World music is not a problem per se; it becomes a problem, however, 
when the listener- consumer makes claims about the world through music without 
attempting to go beyond the simple projection of a personal listening utopia. If 
there is one promise we should make to the Other, it is not to love his or her music; 
with the seemingly endless supply of musics available today, that would be much 
too simple. The promise we should make is to exert every effort to allow ourselves 
to become destabilized by what lies behind the music, for behind every musical 
genre, every artist, every song lies a history, an interplay of politics and culture, 
a “structure of feeling.”34 Music can be a window into this complexity, but it can 
also be a brick wall. It can tell us something about other people, but this requires 
a certain degree of personal and historical effort. To paraphrase the French histo-
rian Marc Bloch speaking on the subject of history, music does not explain things, 
it has to be explained.

Notes
This chapter was first presented in Paris, in May 2007, at an interdisciplinary conference, 
“Nouveaux Essentialismes,” organized by the Institut de Recherche pour le Développe-
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ment (IRD). I am grateful to the organizers and to Julien Mallet for the invitation. I also 
thank Tim Taylor, Richard Shain, and Denis- Constant Martin for their extremely helpful 
comments on an earlier version of this chapter. Some of the analysis in the final two sec-
tions has benefited from conversations with Nicole Bernier. I am also grateful to the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada for its support of Critical World, 
the intellectual home for the research in the chapter.
  1. Drawing from a particular tradition of discourse analysis, I focus more on what is 
said about reality than reality itself. From a methodological viewpoint, I have been pri-
marily influenced by two sources: the sociolinguistics of John Gumperz and the “cultural 
models” approach to discourse analysis. See Holland and Quinn 1987.
  2. For a critique of the idea of music as a universal language, see Tagg 1993.
  3. According to Yahoo.com, which hosts Associated Content: “Associated Content 
from Yahoo!™ is an open publishing platform that enables anyone to earn money by shar-
ing their knowledge with an online audience of millions.”
  4. Putumayo boasts that fifty of its collections have sold more than one hundred thou-
sand copies each, and several have surpassed three hundred thousand in sales. In the United 
States alone Putumayo is distributed in more than thirty- five hundred “non- traditional” 
music retailers such as coffee shops, health food stores, museums, bookstores, and gift 
shops.
  5. The accompanying CD is Putumayo’s third best- selling album (Zwerlin 1998).
  6. Putumayo’s slogan is “Guaranteed to make you feel good.”
  7. Denis- Constant Martin writes: “World music sells, to a large extent, because of the 
discourses and the images that are associated with it; but it also sells because of the music 
itself, and if it were not for the music, discourses of authenticity, for instance, would not 
be possible” (personal communication). See also Brennan 2001.
  8. Cf. Homi Bhabha’s notion of “third space” (1994).
  9. Pieterse is responding primarily to Jonathan Friedman (1997, 1999), who has criti-
cized the notion of hybridity on a number of counts, not only that hybridity is only mean-
ingful as a critique of essentialism but also that it stands for the privilege of an international 
cosmopolitan elite, an argument that resonates with my discussion of “consumer cosmo-
politanism” below. Much like Pieterse, Kraidy (2005) notes that the history of thinking on 
hybridity is expansive and requires a more careful historiography. Following in the foot-
steps of the most oft- cited discussions of this topic (Appadurai, Bhabha, Canclini, Hall), 
both authors attempt to recuperate the idea of hybridity as something that can be useful 
empirically, theoretically, and normatively (Pieterse 2001, 238).
 10. Although reggae music is not generally classified as world music (either because it 
predates world music or surpasses it in terms of production and global coverage), Bob Mar-
ley’s music may be seen as a kind of transition between what Marc- Antoine Lapierre refers 
to as “musique mondialisée” and “musique du monde.” See http://www.criticalworld.net/
projet.php?id=78&type=0.
 11. Excerpt from a concert. See http://www.realworldrecords.com/thomasmapfumo/
index.lasso?section=media.
 12. See Manu Chao’s 1989 album Clandestino.
 13. Journalist Jina Moore (2007) argues similarly in a recent article, where she quotes 
the owner of the World Music label: “People interested in world music are looking for that 
kind of meaning . . . They want to be connecting with other cultures, enjoying music that 
has more spirit and soul to it than just another rock band trying to create hits.”
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 14. For example, were 15 million CDs sold at $20 each, the resulting amount of ap-
proximately $300 million, divided by the company’s philanthropic contributions ($0.5 
million), would represent approximately .0016 percent of their sales. Since Putumayo be-
gan operating with two employees in 1993, the privately held company has grown to a 
team of seventy, selling 1.5 million records in 2009, an increase of 24 percent from the 
previous year. Its annual revenue is $15 million—$9.5 million from the United States and 
$4.5 million from Europe. The company does not reveal its annual profit, only reporting 
that it has been profitable “for the past few years,” but its costs are obviously reduced since 
compilations mean cheaper contracts with artists. In the words of Dan Storper, executive 
director and founder of Putumayo World Music: “Doing a compilation is like dating, while 
signing an artist is like getting married” (quoted in Zwerlin 1998).
 15. On the Graceland debate, see Feld 1988; Hamm 1995; and Meintjes 1990.
 16. Phil Hayward (1999) has attempted to do this for the music of the Australian rock 
group Not Drowning, Waving and for their musical collaborators in Papua New Guinea. 
Louise Meintjes (2003), in her recent ethnography of re cord ing studios, explores how sounds 
and meanings are created as the result of a kind of forced cross- cultural collaboration in 
contemporary South Africa. Both these monographs, however, discuss examples of col-
laboration that cannot be considered successful either in po liti cal or cross- cultural terms. 
In fact, as Meintjes’s analysis suggests, the metaphor of mediation is probably more appro-
priate than that of collaboration. For an extended discussion of the question of collabora-
tion in ethnographic research, see White and Yoka (2010b).
 17. Since the writings of Adorno and Horkheimer (1979) on the culture industry, we 
are accustomed to questioning the standardization of culture that results from mass mar-
ket ing and mass consumption. What differs today, however, is the way that cultural in-
dustries (now plural and considerably more neutral than in the Frankfurt school reading) 
use “difference” as a means of selling the idea of difference (see Erlmann 1996).
 18. In recent years anthropology has paid increasing attention to the question of con-
sumption, especially following the publication of Grant McCracken’s influential Culture 
and Consumption (1990), which, in many ways, set the agenda for the ethnographic study 
of consumption in West ern societies and laid out the first substantive critiques of an anti- 
materialist bias in the human sciences (an argument he makes even more forcefully in his 
2005 follow- up to this book, Culture and Consumption II). Another leading figure in the 
anthropology of consumption, Daniel Miller, published his first monograph on this subject 
in 1987. Material Culture and Mass Consumption presents an analysis of the relationship 
between people and things in the writing of four social theorists (Hegel, Marx, Munn, and 
Simmel), with a special emphasis on the question of objectification. Miller has maintained 
a brisk pace in his publishing in the last twenty years, in clud ing a number of ethnographies 
and edited volumes on topics as varied as modernity, capi tal ism, shopping, Christmas, 
cars, saris, and cell phones. For a good example of this approach, see Miller 2001. Taylor 
(2007) presents an overview of recent consumption literature outside anthropology. His 
discussion emphasizes trends in West ern consumerism over time, especially the changing 
perception of workers from producers to consumers and the importance of consumption 
as a form of self- fashioning (cf. my discussion of “consumer cosmopolitan” [White 2002]).
 19. http://www.putumayo.com/en/about_us.php.
 20. Some Putumayo products also include recipes, for example, for peanut sauces or 
chocolate cakes without flour.
 21. Contrary to much of the recent literature on cosmopolitanism, rootedness cosmo-
politan practices seem to be endemic, at least in sub- Saharan Africa. White (2000) de-
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scribes one such example of this rootedness through the appropriation of Afro- Cuban 
music in the Congo. For another similar example, see Shain 2002, and this volume). Mar-
tin’s (2008) analysis of popular music and jazz in postwar South Africa performs a similar 
operation, and the work of both Shain and Martin calls attention to the fact that world 
music is just as much about circulation and agency as it is about the globalization of asym-
metrical power relations.
 22. In his recent book Appiah explains that he decided to use the “rubric” of cosmopoli-
tanism as his focus, as he found “globalization” and “multiculturalism” inadequate (2006, 
xiii). Elsewhere I have argued that, unlike “globalization” or “modernity,” cosmopolitan-
ism is not something that happens to people but something that people do (White 2000); 
given this observation, Appiah’s theoretical justification reads like something of a non se-
quitur.
 23. The Subaltern Studies Group (SSG) used Gramsci’s notion of subaltern to get around 
the opposition and elitism inherent in standard Marxist readings of history, although, as 
several observers have noted, SSG’s engagement with European social theory and phi-
losophy is a complex subject in itself. For a good overview of this argument and a discus-
sion of the impact of Subaltern Studies on the fields of history, anthropology and litera-
ture, see Prakash 1994.
 24. The predominance of the four- field model has recently been called into question 
owing to a number of bitter conflicts and highly visible departmental splits. For a critique 
of the four- field model, see Segal and Yanagisako 2005.
 25. According to Kamala Visweswaran, “The paradox of the Boasian legacy is that it 
was the cultural anthropologists among his students who most strongly affirmed the bio-
logical existence of race in order to clearly distinguish culture from it” (1998, 74). For an-
other discussion of Boas’s ambiguous legacy with regard to race and culture, see Mullings 
2005.
 26. For a recent reconsideration of the question of essentialism in anthropology, see 
Fischer 1999. The article argues for a return to the notion of “cultural logic” and includes 
a number of interesting responses to Fischer’s polemic on the relative values of culturalist 
and constructivist approaches to knowledge.
 27. For more on this project, see Hernandez- Reguant, this volume.
 28. David Byrne, among the most well- known artist- producers of world music, has also 
made a number of important recordings with non- West ern artists. Byrne and his longtime 
collaborator, Brian Eno, are the topic of Steven Feld’s contribution to this volume. For an 
expanded version of Byrne’s po liti cal views on world music, see his article “I Hate World 
Music,” available at http://www.luakabop.com/david_byrne/cmp/worldmusic.html.
 29. Deborah Pacini Hernandez (1998) explains that, despite the ongoing tensions be-
tween Cuba and the United States, Dancing with the Enemy was not the first postrevo-
lutionary Cuban re cord ing to be distributed in the United States. Her article discusses the 
period in the 1990s when an increase in exchange and travel between the two countries 
opened up new possibilities for Cuban musicians, although not all Cubans since this pe-
riod coincided with the emergence of a market for world music and a preference for artists 
of Afro- Cuban descent.
 30. http://www.crammed.be.
 31. One inspiration for the formulation of these strategies is the philosophical herme-
neutics of Hans- Georg Gadamer. According to Gadamer (1996), under stand ing is nec-
essarily situated (especially in relation to the past, in what he refers to as the “efficiency of 
history”), and knowledge is co- produced. In this model, prejudice, rather than being seen 
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as an obstacle, becomes a resource for reworking knowledge about truth. Different types of 
unverified knowledge about Others (prejudice, preconceptions, historical consciousness) 
are articulated through the use of an “inner ear,” a sensibility that enables us to listen to 
ourselves listening to others. Following a model of non–goal- oriented behavior, the Self 
and the Other engage in a series of questions and answers, followed by restatements and 
verifications, and from this back- and- forth motion emerges a temporary common lan-
guage that serves both parties in their quest for understanding.
 32. David Jenneman (2007) has written a fascinating account of Adorno’s mostly failed 
attempts to use popular culture as part of a larger critical pedagogy through music, film, 
and radio after his arrival in the United States. In many ways Jenneman’s analysis unsettles 
the conventional wisdom about Adorno’s relationship to popular culture and mass media.
 33. Amselle (2001) offers a fascinating discussion of the biological nature of the hy-
bridity metaphor.
 34. For an ethnographic discussion of Raymond Williams’s notion of “structure of feel-
ing” in the context of audience- based research in the Democratic Repub lic of Congo, see 
White 2010.
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